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CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOKSLIDE:

CALACHAMPA LIGHT

We are going to present you how to create and build

together the new center of your personality so that

you fully find your freedom, your essence and your

creativity. We are using the whole structure of our

"elementlight", our "movielight" during our

"opticlight friendly meeting" and we will guide the

best version of yourself. We will show you that you are

responsible for the consequences of your choices.
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BEST
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CALACHAMPA LIGHT

Your matter is your body.

Your energy is your mind.

Your light is your heart.

We speak explicitly the language of our heart that

naturally heals every person who wishes. We

illuminate your matter and your energy with your

light.
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IN THE
HEART OF
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CALACHAMPA LIGHT

We will show you all the images of your sphere that

influenced your choices.

You will experience with us "the state of the total light"

by agreeing to go down to the source of yourself to

reveal your "hidden essence".
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TOTAL
LIGHT OF
THE SELF



Your essence

You are neither woman nor man, you are breathing life in them.
You are neither matter nor mind, but life pulsating in both. You
are neither birth nor death, you are life living in them. You are
neither truth nor error, but life behind both. You are neither light
nor shadow, you are life dancing in them. You are neither time
nor space, but life playing with them. You are here, there,
everywhere, you are life and universal love.
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What hides your essence

By trying to please everyone, you end up wanting to identify yourself with what others want you to be,
which leads you to « lose yourself temporarily » and never ask yourself questions about what you really
want. Our approach is to take you out of a reality that is not yours where everything is based on
performance, results and comparisons with others. We accompany you on the path to make you leave
all the places where people tend to « put you in boxes » and we open all the images of « the power of
your heart. »
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Our eyes can see beyond appearances, where there is no
point of view. With "Calachampa Light" you will not live in
your past, nor think about the concerns of your time and
your space because your future is uncertain. We will remind
you that there is no path to follow, except yours at every
moment in the present moment.

CalachampaLight
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Who are 
we?

"Our unique knowledge
is human wealth, it's our

common sense that is born
from all our realities."

KNOW HOW KNOW LIVING KNOW BIRTH REAL KNOWLEDGE
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We are a couple Patrice and Caroline respectively 38 and 34 years old. We have accepted everything from « us » and

therefore from "everyone" to unify our two realities and to be at the center of each one. Our life is no longer a kind

of « a bad movie » or a form of « an illusion ». Our life is a « common reality » that makes any belief system

disappear in your reality. Why? Because we have decided on a common agreement to no longer belong to a reality we

already know. In short, our common reality is new and nothing exists like before.
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We created with our 2 realities, a reality at the heart of « love and natural light ». Our originality and honesty

offer to free you from your hidden truths and the collective show. The illusion is only the fruit of your personal

perception and all the separations of yourself from the outside. By offering our personalized and flexible services,

you will no longer experience psychological, emotional and physical blockages. « Calachampa Light » is

committed to giving real meaning to your reality.

ABOUT US 10SLIDE:
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Opticlight

Our observation is that in today's society, the most common disease of our senses is « the fear of people’s
eyes ». It creates for example your ills, your moods, your psychic, emotional and physical blockages. Your
mind, your heart and your body, they react and let you know that you do not act as you really want to. Our
approach is to make you aware of this mode of operation, this is the most important step. Once you have
decoded this mode of operation « what does evil say? », it becomes much simpler to move towards the
realization of the « I » and to live towards what suits you. We will teach you how to move away from the eyes
of others by the « opticlight » method.
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Illusion is a perception that differs from
reality. With « opticlight » you will empty all
the thoughts of your mind, you will empty all
the emotions of your heart and you will
empty the whole ecosystem of your body.
Depending on your perception, your eyes
will live new real images to fill your mind,
your heart and your body with all your
senses. It is neither meditation nor
medicine, it is natural, it is our own method
of perception.

OpticLight
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We cultivate the future
in your lights

What we suggest is to look at ourselves and release all your senses from the inside. In your « opticlight », you
will be at the center of « the intelligence of your heart » in a « real space » where your external senses will live
in slow motion to discuss in « real-time » with your inner freedom that is connected to your body, to your
heart and your mind simultaneously. Our unique and only feeling is to open your « inner light » to its
confinement, its dark and silent prison. According to the will of your presence and the setting of your focus,
we will highlight your true love, your balance, your harmony and your inner peace. We guarantee you
thereafter that you will not create from your undesired and unconscious choices but from your evidence.
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« Near the eyes » meets « Near the heart »

One says: « Approach that I see you more closely. » 
The other says: « For your eyes to be in the heart of my essence. »

Illustration of our « opticlight »
at the heart of every conversation

LIGHT BODY HEART MIND

Hello Light people!

CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOK WWW.CALACHAMPA.ONLINE

Opticlight
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There is no hazard, there are only meetings to take charge of his life. This is the commitment of our « friendly

meetings ». Our « opticlight » method will connect your creativity to your life and create new links from the inside

to the outside. It is the content of your inspirations and expirations to reconnect with yourself. You will not live an

inner revolution but an inner freedom and you will share « inter.actions », « inter.exchanges » and

« inter.relations ».

OPTICLIGHT 15SLIDE:
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At the heart of your personality, we listen to your story, then we realize an « EL.LI mapping » to collect all your

negative images. Then we reconstitute all the « elements light » of what we perceive of your « reality ».

What do we do?
Elementlight
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EL.LI
MAPPING

Your light created your wave,

Your wave created your vibration,

Your vibration created your frequency,

Your frequency created your geometry,

Your geometry created your shape,

Your form created your symbol,

Your symbol created your number,

Your number created your verb,

Your verb created your light.
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We receive your word and

your thoughts that provides

a frequency.

We receive your frequency

which contains the vibration of

your word and your thought.

We receive your vibration which

contains the wavelength of your

speech and your thought.

We receive your wavelength which

contains the essence of your light.

4
Your word Your frequency Your vibration Your light
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Our « EL.LI » then collaborates with our « MO.LI » to highlight all the bad movie that made you live a moment of

rupture and complete dephasing with your reality. With our « Movielight » the quest for your questions will

naturally disappear from the inside. We will transform everything instantly to bring you a new look at the heart

of your reality with joy, cheerfulness and laughter.

What do we do?
Movielight
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MO.LI
MAPPING

Physical : You are aware of your body.

Emotional : You are aware of your heart.

Mental : You are aware of your mind.

Causal : You are aware of your incarnation.

Atmic : You are aware of your light.

Monadic : You are aware of your universal love.

Logoic : You are aware of your universal mind.

SLIDE:
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MIND
VISION

HEART 
VISION

BODY
VISION

LIGHT

WAVE

VIBRATION

FREQUENCY

OPTICLIGHT CONNECTING

GEOMETRY

FORM

SYMBOL

NUMBER

PHYSICAL

EMOTIONAL

MENTAL

CAUSAL

ATMIC

MONADIC

LOGOIC

PERCEPTION
EL.LI MAPPING MO.LI MAPPING

VERB

PERCEPTION PERCEPTION

OPTICLIGHT : MOVIELIGHT
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We unfold your scenario in an impersonal style that you have never seen. « Calachampa Light » puts you in

action on your meaningless quest using « EL.LI » and « MO.LI » live. Our role is to make you live the feeling

by your light and the way it is perceived. We guarantee that your voice will cross the walls and your thoughts

will make the boundary between you and others disappear.

Take
your emptiness

in hand



Turn on 
your light

YOUR SOLID BELIEFS
With our ellimapping and our molimapping we lead you to

uproot your old branches and connect you to the trunk of your

physical body (body).

YOUR LIQUIDS BELIEFS
With our ellimapping and our molimapping we lead you out of

your troubled waters and connect you to the source of your

emotional body (heart).

YOUR GAZEUS BELIEFS
With our ellimapping and our molimapping we lead you to get

out of your greenhouse gases and connect you to the oxygen of

your etheric body (your mind).

« Think first about who you are

before you know what you want to

do. »

YOUR PLASMIC BELIEFS
With our ellimapping and our molimapping we lead you out of

your night lighting (empty) and connect you to your natural

light (your vitality).

MATTER ENERGY LIGHT
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OUR COLLABORATION 24

WHAT IS OUR
COMMON PROJECT ?

Your personal stories are our common story and

your exchanges are naturally evolving in the same

direction as we are, so we are showing you how we

are so that makes visible all your negative images

because they are the ones blocking your « body,

heart and mind ».
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for the real
At « Calachampa Light » there is no artifice, no ritual of the mind, no rules. Nothing is imposed and you

will not need any gadget, any technology, any product said meditative for your well-being. Here, you

keep your eyes open to perceive your imagination and materialize your creativity. We lead you to share

the images of your feelings and your intuition while staying in the center of your personality so as not to

interrupt the liberation of your hidden essence.

CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOK WWW.CALACHAMPA.ONLINE
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Eye to Eye
The language of our
perceptions

The eye is the organ that allows your perception.
With your eyes, you will be able to connect your
communication directly to your light.

26SLIDE:
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OPEN YOUR PERCEPTION 27

INTUITION FEELING PERCEPTION CREATION

SLIDE:

IMAGINATION
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YOUR INTUITIONS

We lead you so that you can be linked to
your intuitions and give a meaning to the
feeling of your heart, mind and body.

YOUR FEELINGS

We lead you so that you can be linked to
your feelings and give a meaning to the
feeling of your heart, mind and body.

YOUR 5 SENSES
IN ACTION

YOUR PERCEPTIONS

We lead you so that you can be linked to
your perceptions and give a meaning to the
feeling of your heart, mind and body.
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YOUR IMAGINATIONS

We lead you so that you can relate to
your imagination and give a meaning to
the feeling of your heart, mind and body.

YOUR CREATIONS

Inner harmony Inner peace Inner freedom

You are an electrician to restore power between you and people,

an optician to change your look, an artist to draw a smile on your

face, a bricklayer to build your peace, a gardener to cultivate your

thought and a math teacher to rely on others.

We lead you so that you can relate to
your creativity and give a meaning to the
feeling of your heart, mind and body.

CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOK WWW.CALACHAMPA.ONLINE
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Choose
your experience

Goal  zero matrix

Participation Participation Participation

HEART VISION
MIND VISION BODY VISION
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1H to 2H

Goal zero gravity

1H to 2H

Goal  zero prism

1H to 2H
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Mind
Vision
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CONNECT YOUR MIND TO YOUR VISION 32

MIND
VISION

We are suggesting you to enlighten your

« mind » by cutting all the links of your negative

thoughts. We lead you so that you see yourself

fully in the « visible and the invisible » and that

you release the origin of your beliefs, the

structure of your mind as well as all your

conscious and unconscious loops and

repetitions.
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CAUSE AND EFFECT
If you share without expecting anything in
return then be sure you will receive plenty at
any moment.

CORRESPONDENCE
If you share by cutting all your links with the
outside then be sure that your life will be filled
at any moment.

GENDER
If you share without making any difference
between individuals then be sure that you will
feel at home everywhere at all times.

33SLIDE:Connect your mindTo your vision



VIBRATION
If you share in a relaxed way then be sure
that everyone will be on the same
wavelength as you at any moment.

RYTHM
If you share by emitting as much as you
receive then be sure that you will receive as
much as you give at any moment.

POLARITY
If you share in the middle lane then be sure
that you will have fair and balanced
relationships at any moment.
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UNIVERSAL MIND
If you fully express who you are
then be sure you will receive
universal abundance at any
moment.

35SLIDE:
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Connect your mindTo your vision
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MindVision
You will release everything so
that your mind is free. To
calmly accompany you in your
quest for meaning,
« Calachampa Light » lives all
the content of the memories of
your mind. You will end all
your temporary identities to be
the best version of yourself. All
your memories will be unified
in your reality.
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The most important relationship is the
relationship with yourself. As you leave our
« Friendly meeting », you will find the
perfect balance with your clear mind to
move serenely with other relationships.

MindVision

100%
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approved
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Heart
Vision
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CONNECT YOUR HEART TO YOUR VISION 39

HEART
VISION

We are suggesting you to fill your « heart » by

transforming all your negative images. We accompany

you so that you see yourself fully in the « visible and

the invisible » and that you erase « all your negative

movie », by unrolling the complete scenario of what

your illness has said.

SLIDE:
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Zero Archetype
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

We lead you to connect the voice of your

« I ». Our method is to position ourselves

as being nobody during the « invisible

GAME » of your « I ». It is the time and

space of de.consciousness to perceive the

black emptiness of your love.

CONNECT YOUR HEART TO YOUR VISION 40SLIDE:
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We accompany you to connect the voice of

your « I ». Our method is to position

ourselves by being everyone during the

« invisible GAME » of your « I ». It is the

time and space of de.consciousness to

perceive the white emptiness of your love.

Zero Avatar
ABSOLUTE LOVE
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HeartVision You will release everything
so that you are at the heart
of yourself. To calmly
accompany you in your
quest for meaning,
« Calachampa Light » lives
all the content of the
memories of your heart.
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You will release
everything so that you
are at the heart of
yourself. You will open
your heart to your life
experience by putting
an end to all the
invisible games of your
everyday life.
« Calachampa Light »
will deliberately hit the
middle of your
labyrinth to take back
the reins of your
reality.

HeartVision
43SLIDE:



The most important relationship is the
relationship with yourself. As you leave our
« Friendly meeting », you will find the
perfect balance with your filled heart to
move serenely with other relationships.

HeartVision

100%
approved
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Body
Vision
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CONNECTING YOUR BODY TO YOUR VISION 46

BODY
VISION

We are suggesting you to lighten your « body »

by regulating your temperature. We lead you so

that you see yourself fully in the « visible and

the invisible » and that you release all the

"colors" of your body. We treat what the « bad

said ».

SLIDE:
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ORANGE 
NATURAL

You share everything
you feel

BLACK
NATURAL

You share all your
unconditional love

RED 
NATURAL

You share everything
you are

YELLOW 
NATUREL

You share everything
you do

GREEN/PINK
NATURAL

You share everything
you like

47SLIDE:CONNECTING YOUR BODY TO YOUR VISION
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VIOLET 
NATURAL

You share everything
you know

BLUE
NATURAL

You share everything
your inner voice says

INDIGO
NATURAL

You share everything
you see

WHITE
NATURAL

You share all your
absolute love

GOLDEN
NATURAL

You share all your love
and your real light

48SLIDE:CONNECTING YOUR BODY TO YOUR VISION
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You will live all your loads of
colors and remove the heavy
clothing of your physical beliefs
put into play so that you are in
the body of yourself.
« Calachampa Light » will then
deliberately empty your prism
by pressing "on / off" to make
room for the luminous
radiation of your body.

Body
Vision
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The most important relationship is the
relationship with yourself. As you leave our
« Friendly meeting », you will find the
perfect balance with your light body to move
serenely with other relationships.

BodyVision

100%

50SLIDE:

approved



OUR TEAM 51

PATRICE NGUYEN HUU

I am at your disposal to reconnect under the effect of entropy to
the beauty of life. At the heart of your source cells, I try to create
your real light in the pure bliss of the impersonal. With my
presence, the laws of physics will collapse to make room for
your singularity. My reality is futuristic and spherical because it
is realistic for sure.

I  ANCHOR LOVE AND THE LIGHT IN THE MATTER

100% L O V E .  L I G H T .  L I G H T W O R K E R S .  S P I R I T E R I A L .  N A T U R A L  M A N .  
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Bonus

NATURAL
SPIRITERIAL

I experienced and merged all spirituality (the world of the
invisible mind) and all science (the world of the visible
mind). The two were inseparable, so I created my perfect
balance by being omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent
with my heart, mind and body. My new common reality
allows me to no longer confuse myself since I am
identified and complete in my « materia primera ».

CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOK WWW.CALACHAMPA.ONLINE
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OUR TEAM 53

CAROLINE ARROUET

After many years of exploration and experimentation, I discovered my
real existence and my natural light. The origin of everything in nature
had always been light, and all natural miracles had always been made
with light. And since we are « all alike and uniques » I can share my
light with you so that you can discover your own light. It is a universal
language that we all forgot because we were trapped in our collective
unconscious.

I  L O O K  F O R W A R D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  A N D  I  T R I U M P H  T H E  P A S T ,  I  A M  F R E E  A N D  E T E R N A L

100% L O V E .  L I G H T .  S H A R I N G .  H E A L I N G .  C O N N E C T I N G .  N A T U R A L  W O M A N .  
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TESTIMONY

VANESSA

Soul brotha! you are an exquisite being! From the moment I first saw you I felt your greatness.
A serene consciousness by the chaos that surrounds. You are so kind and beautiful in your
existence. Thank you for having such an impressive balance of masculinity and feminity
allowing me to feel immediately at ease. I have not always had this pleasure from men. I wish
more men were like you! You offer so much wisdom and strength teamed with light hearted
spirit. You and Caroline complete each other perfectly. Your unity shows the meaning of true
love. You allow for so much creativity and innovations in this world. Thank you for agreeing to
be with Caroline so that you both may provide such infinite power of love to unite the entire
world. I feel so lucky to have found you and can’t wait to watch our friendship growing. It was
an absolute pleasure to be with you and share your knowledge.

HAIRSTYLE AND MAKE -UP ARTIST
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TESTIMONY

RICHARD

Calachampa Light's ambition is to allow everyone to transcend their existence, to bring down
the erected partitions, and to allow access to a plan of consciousness in which we will know
"We" recognize each other. The ambition is huge, and this is (in my opinion) one of the greatest
challenges our generations will face: Revealing the spiritual essence of humanity beyond codes,
forms and established dogmas. So, I salute their courageous approach. I am deeply convinced
that the elevation of humanity will come through the enlightened recognition of our
differences. We will understand the obvious need for our uniqueness, we will go beyond our
preconceived ideas, our apprehensions and our fears, to reconnect and recognize ourselves in
what we are most original, each with its only piece of the big puzzle. Then an objective vision
will appear to everyone, which will integrate all the subjective visions. If you carry within you
the deep desire to assemble the pieces of the great puzzle of existence, if you have this curiosity
that pushes the beings to live new experiences, if the one that Calachampa proposes to make
you live inspires you, then do not you deprive of nothing. We are One, One Love.

ARTIST,  PHOTOGRAPHER,  PAINTER
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TESTIMONY

MÉLANIE

My meetings with Caroline and Patrice allowed me to understand life in a different light. To
dare to express my reality by being free to tell the truth and ask all the questions I had in
mind. Beyond a psychic release it allowed me to find an emotional balance and clarity of
mind. With their transmission and the willingness that I had to be present, together we have
climbed in a lapse of time the path of many lives allowing me to live fully my humanity and to
be connected to my soul. I found comfort, security and above all the love to be listened to and
respect my true worth. All these factors that I have often looked for outside and that I found
in myself thanks to our exchanges. In the end, only love and genuine relationship allow one to
express one's needs, vision and feelings in a frank manner and that is exactly what we are
experiencing here. Peace and serenity to see oneself in all frankness, without judgment or
mask. I thank you for the change made to my life. I regained my individuality and was able to
heal my past wounds by experimenting with those around me. The result is just magic,
because becoming aware of who we are makes us free. Thank you.

ALCHEMY ACADEMY
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TESTIMONY

ADELINE

I met Patrice and Caroline because they have been on the same path of KINDNESS of SELF to
make it grow in us and to become "obvious" in our world. So, I recommend them because they
will put all the light where you put it to sleep inside you. Simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication. BE SUN.

WELLNESS  AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT CABINET
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TESTIMONY

LINDA

There are beings with whom the grip is obvious, the mutual understanding and the luminous
exchanges, aligned beings for whom the communication passes through the inner light. It took
me a while to look at their sublime souls, I am very unaccustomed to meeting people for whom
full awareness is lived with each breath. We have done the world many times together and the
conclusion is without appeal, live our life as it is, let us detach pretense, shells too heavy, these
are just avatars of our "inner SELF" . This is the great lesson learned from Patrice and Caroline,
we are all one and the same at a time, we become one from the moment we leave free access to
our true light. Pierce holes in our fears to let the light come out. I will never be grateful enough
for all the lessons learned and performed with both. A very real "eye to eye" that puts us face to
face with us and allows us to make room for the essential, our true self.

INSURANCE MANAGER AND HERITAGE
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TESTIMONY

JAEWOO

Patrice is a longtime friend I knew when we both lived in Paris. We did not see each other very
often but we always kept a good contact. And we met in different places in the world, at
different times in our lives. I observed and observed his evolution, his quest to know and
understand each other better, his efforts to comprehend happiness in depth. At our recent
meeting in Bali, I felt that he had matured so much in his reflections that he had reached a level
where he could share that with others. We all live differently and in a very busy way, sometimes
without asking the right questions. It is never superfluous to get to know each other better and
the world around us. I felt that Patrice, now with Caroline, can help with this process.

ENTREPRENEUR
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We work
all over the world

CALACHAMPA LIGHT - GREENBOOK WWW.CALACHAMPA.ONLINE

It's time to know and tell

the inner side of the history of our humanity.

There is only one reality: « life-one ».
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Let's heart shine!
whatsapp : +33651516398

email : pa@calachampa.online

website : www.calachampa.onlinePATRICE NGUYEN HUU :

mailto:pa@calachampa.online


Let's heart shine!
whatsapp : +33684192393

email : ca@calachampa.online

website : www.calachampa.onlineCAROLINE ARROUET :

mailto:ca@calachampa.online


Get in touch
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

WRITE TO US!

Bali, HQ
S A L T Y S H A K A S B A M B O O S U R F  S T A Y

J L .  R A Y A  K A Y U T U L A N G N O . 3 6 A ,
C A N G G U ,  K E C .  
K U T A U T A R A ,  

K A B U P A T E N B A D U N G ,  
B A L I  8 0 3 5 1
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